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Client Services  

 

Accessible Document Remediation technology-policy, development and 

implementation  

Accessible Document Remediation technology-policy, development and 

implementation is not as easy as it sounds.  

Providing your online or electronic documents in an accessible format and doing it 

in a timely fashion at a reasonable cost requires careful consideration.  

Setting the right policy and delivery path for each required document must be 

considered. What documents need to be provided going forward and what historic 

documents need to undergo Remediation in advance or conversely provided on 

demand? These are the policy questions that must be addressed.  

There are many technological solutions depending on the format required and 

whether to manage the production in house or through a contract service.  

The potential volume of requests, the information being provided and how that 

request will be managed and fulfilled along with the cost are all questions to be 

answered.  

Access Ready Strategic Consulting has great experience in this area and can easily 

assist you in providing appropriately Remediated Communication materials as 

required by law in a cost-effective and market-benefiting positive way.  

Our past clients have ranged across the business, Government and nonprofit sectors 

as our client testimonials reveal.  

info@accessready.org  



"For nearly 15 years I have had the opportunity to work with Doug Towne in a 

variety of capacities. I have come to recognize that he is meticulously organized and 

has an incredible memory. I have tremendous respect for him. He is a master at 

advocating on behalf of individuals with disabilities. On countless occasions I have 

witnessed Doug take on an issue and in no time at all has been successful in 

resolving the matter at hand. His avid interest in the political arena has served him 

well. Doug has a vast network that reaches across the country. If presented with a 

problem to address, he knows who to contact for resolution."  

 - Mary Twohey, Program Director, Disability Achievement Center  

 


